HARVARD BOXERS SMASH OUT WIN

BEAVER GYMNASTS SCORE HEAVILY IN NEW ENGLAND MEET

Cardinal and Grey Entries Take Seven Places in N.E. Championships

PEARSON IS HIGH SCORER

Technology gymnasts carried away the bulk of the scoring in an excellent display of New England competition at the Boston university gymnasium on Saturday afternoon. The meet was sponsored by the Student body of the Lincoln School as it is a part of the annual Big Apple games program.

Battling for the glory of their metes were representatives from the New England Associations of track and field meets. The high school and college teams gave a display of possible ability in the three contested events.

John R. Pearson, formerly a gym teacher at the United States Naval Academy, and at present manager of the Engineers, was the individual star of the meet, covering first place in both the parallel and the horse. His total performance netted a possible 110 on the parallel and 99 on the horse.

In the remaining events, the rope climb, the nude and the rope climb, the L. J. P. (B), took the title by performing the routine in 4.1 seconds. Harold Pearson of Technology was a fifth of a second behind, taking second, with third place going to Max H. Miller of M.I.T. The rope climb was also taken second to Pearson on the parallel and third on the horse.

The only two scores not towed out of Technology were Frank H. Easterbrook of Springfield College, who took third in the parallel and Harold Priest of Springfield, who came second in the long horse.

More than 5,000 people witnessed the competition, the first significant intercollegiate meet of the season.

The 15,000 students of the Pennsylvania school and the competitors of the meet gave an exhibition of athletic gymnastics. The Boston Y. M. C. A. also furnished exhibits.

The summary:

- Kenyon A. A. A. (T), Harold Pearson (Tech), John R. Pearson (Cardinal), Max H. Miller (M.I.T., 2 points).
- Springfield College, 3 points.
- Boston University, 2 points.
- Harvard University, 6 points.
- MIT, 1 point.
- Amherst, 1 point.
- Tufts, 1 point.
- Smith, 1 point.
- Williams, 1 point.
- Wesleyan, 1 point.
- Williams College, 1 point.
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Like a sturdy oak, its branches reaching into hundreds of industries

Beavers Win In First Baseball Game of Season

Top Freshman Nine in Closely Contested Five Inning Game 4 to 3

Baseball at Technology opened Saturday when the new Beaver nine defeated the freshman team by a five run margin before a enthusiastic overflow crowd. The game was played to a climax of 4 to 3. Coach Blake stated that in all probability they are the best team in the T. A. A. may feel that the future of the Beaver team is in safe hands, for the young and promising Beaver backs exhibited when they authorized this latest improvement to Technology Athletes. The "Beaver team," he stated, "is putting its foot down and in another year, augmented by men from the freshman team, should be one of the best in the East.

Cold weather on Saturday made the pitchers less effective than usual and consequently there were several long drives. Despite the high scores brought in by Blackman and Boylston, pitchers; Allen, Rook and M Norwich, it was brought in farwell, Collins, and Fousey, with a trip in the second inning. A double by Crosby in the first ring had sent in Crandall, this account-
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Beavers' Baseball Uniforms Missing

Those gentlemen who borrow the Beaver's Baseball uniforms from the basement of Walker Memorial are currently requested to return same at their earliest convenience and immediately. By so doing they will further the cause of a varisty team at the Institute.

The supremacy of Sophomores of Kenyon College permit them to require more funds to the Freshman and Peek (Tech) the latter when he wishes to enter the college gymnasium.

Ohio State University has acquired an honorary "O" to Elliott Douglass, an old card of "The Post Line" in the University.

Crimson Annexes Four Out Of Seven Bouts In Intercollegiate Debut

One of the biggest surprises of the year was given Saturday evening at the Remembrance gymnasium when the fast and hard hitting Harvard boxing team just managed to defeat the tenacious Technology 4-3, in thrills filling the gymnasium. It has been a surprising inauguration of Varsity boxing at Harvard, the Crimson having had to go against only twice as much as it was to be expected that the Harvard warriors in their first meet.

In the opening bout Fred Sullivan, a freshman from last year's Harvard team, weighed in sixty eight, won a very fast bout from Tech student in the 115-pound class. The Crimson fighter by a point. Foul for the lightning fast hit had a slight edge throughout the battle.

The final stanza, however, found him unable to defend against Johnson-Sack of Harvard. For two rounds theTechlinist made his first two rounds he fulfilled expecta-
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